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Abstract—With the significant development of large models
in recent years, Large Vision-Language Models (LVLMs) have
demonstrated remarkable capabilities across a wide range of
multimodal understanding and reasoning tasks. Compared to
traditional Large Language Models (LLMs), LVLMs present
great potential and challenges due to its closer proximity to
the multi-resource real-world applications and the complexity of
multi-modal processing. However, the vulnerability of LVLMs
is relatively underexplored, posing potential security risks in
daily usage. In this paper, we provide a comprehensive review
of the various forms of existing LVLM attacks. Specifically,
we first introduce the background of attacks targeting LVLMs,
including the attack preliminary, attack challenges, and attack
resources. Then, we systematically review the development of
LVLM attack methods, such as adversarial attacks that ma-
nipulate model outputs, jailbreak attacks that exploit model
vulnerabilities for unauthorized actions, prompt injection attacks
that engineer the prompt type and pattern, and data poisoning
that affects model training. Finally, we discuss promising research
directions in the future. We believe that our survey provides
insights into the current landscape of LVLM vulnerabilities,
inspiring more researchers to explore and mitigate potential
safety issues in LVLM developments. The latest papers on
LVLM attacks are continuously collected in https://github.com/
liudaizong/Awesome-LVLM-Attack.

Index Terms—Large vision-language models, adversarial at-
tack, jailbreak attack, prompt injection, data poisoning.

I. INTRODUCTION

LARGE vision-language models (LVLMs) have achieved
significant success and demonstrated promising capa-

bilities in various multimodal downstream tasks, such as
text-to-image generation [91], [102], [104], visual question-
answering [2], [61], [115], and etc., due to an increase in
the amount of data, computational resources, and number
of model parameters. By further benefiting from the strong
comprehension of large language models (LLMs) [56], [63],
[71], [94], [112], [143], recent LVLMs [33], [75], [144] on
top of LLMs show superior performances in solving com-
plex vision-language tasks by utilizing appropriate human-
instructed prompts. Despite their remarkable capabilities, the
increased complexity and deployment of LVLMs have also
exposed them to various security threats and vulnerabilities,
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Fig. 1. Overview of existing attack methods on LVLMs. LVLM attackers
generally manipulate prompts (visual or textual) to control the LVLM’s
inference, producing specific or malicious outputs, or achieving a jailbreak.
For example, in a backdoor attack, poisoning data is mixed in during the
model training stage to embed a trigger for subsequent attacks. Similarly,
adversarial and jailbreak attacks utilize the model’s gradient information from
back-propagation to optimize the attack.

making the study of attacks on these models a critical area of
research.

Generally, LVLMs combine the capabilities of processing
visual information with natural language understanding by
using pre-trained vision encoders with language models. Due
to this multimodal nature, LVLMs are particularly vulnera-
ble as the multi-modal integration not only amplifies their
vulnerable utility but also introduces new attack vectors that
are absent in unimodal systems. For instance, adversarial
examples in the vision domain, which subtly alter images to
deceive a model, can be extended to multimodal scenarios
where both image and text inputs are manipulated. Similarly,
attacks targeting the language understanding component, such
as maliciously crafted prompts, can compromise the integrity
of the model’s outputs when combined with visual inputs.
Therefore, it is essential to explore the security of LVLM
models with potential attacks.

To study the attacks for LVLMs, there are lots of papers
proposed in recent two years. However, as shown in Fig. 1,
the development of existing LVLM attacks is diverse, ranging
from adversarial attacks, jailbreak attacks, prompt injection,
and data poisoning/backdoor attacks to more subtle forms
of exploitation like bias manipulation and privacy breaches.
Specifically, adversarial attacks, where inputs are purposefully
perturbed to cause incorrect outputs, can lead to misclassi-
fication or erroneous image descriptions, posing significant
risks in applications like autonomous driving [88], [106],
[135] or medical diagnosis [11], [68]. Jailbreak attacks exploit
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weaknesses in the model to bypass its intended restrictions,
potentially leading to the execution of unauthorized commands
or access to sensitive information. Prompt injection attacks
manipulate the model’s prompt input to alter its behavior or
outputs in unintended ways, which can be particularly dan-
gerous in systems that rely on precise and accurate responses.
Data poisoning, where the training data is tampered with, can
undermine the model’s performance and reliability. Therefore,
conducting a comprehensive and systematic review of existing
attacks on LVLMs is essential.
Motivation for conducting this survey. Over the recent two
years, a large number of LVLM attack methods have been pro-
posed and achieved decent adversarial performance. However,
the availability these methods can easily confuse researchers
or practitioners trying to select or compare algorithms suitable
for the specific problem at hand. Therefore, it is necessary to
compile a comprehensive and systematic survey on this field
for reference. Although there are few relevant survey papers
on attacks targeting large models, we list them in Table I
and argue that they fail to summarize the complete categories
and detailed development of existing LVLM attack methods
in a complete perspective. In particular, Chowdhury et al.
[29] conduct a survey of LLM attacks by providing different
altering strategies on textual prompts, lacking generality in
multi-modal scenarios for more complicated LVLMs. Liu et
al. [77] is the first survey that discusses the progress on
a high-level safety issue of LVLM research, however, the
taxonomy presented in this paper is relatively incomplete
and coarse. Fan et al. [38] only summarizes existing image-
based attack methods for LVLM, which is also unable to well
cover various modality-type LVLM attack approaches (like
textual prompt injection). Therefore, a comprehensive review
of existing LVLM attack methods is missing.

We hope that our survey paper can completely and sys-
tematically sort out existing LVLM attack methods in a clear
way. In particular, our survey covers more recent developments
in LVLM attacks. We first carefully organize the essential
background knowledge of how to prepare the LVLM attack of
a specific attack type. Then, we comprehensively summarize
the different types of LVLM attack methodologies by abstract-
ing out the commonalities of all methods, then establish a
more comprehensive taxonomy and derive more concrete and
promising future research directions. With such a perspective,
informed practitioners can confidently evaluate the trade-offs
of various LVLM attacks and make informed decisions about
using a suite of technologies to design a desired LVLM
attack. Meanwhile, system developers can also recognize the
limitations of existing LVLM attacks and design corresponding
defense strategies for improving models’ robustness.
Contribution for conducting this survey. The main contri-
butions of our survey can be summarized into three-fold:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first survey
that provides a comprehensive overview of the current
landscape of attacks on LVLMs, including both single-
and multi-modal based attack approaches. We categorize
and examine the different types of attacks, highlight-
ing their methodologies, impacts, and the underlying
vulnerabilities they exploit. By shedding light on these

TABLE I
EXISTING SURVEY PAPERS FOR ATTACKS ON LARGE MODELS.

Paper Title

Chowdhury et al. [29] Breaking Down the Defenses: A Comparative Survey
of Attacks on Large Language Models

Liu et al. [77] Safety of Multimodal Large Language Models
on Images and Text

Fan et al. [38]
Unbridled Icarus: A Survey of the Potential

Perils of Image Inputs in Multimodal
Large Language Model Security

Ours A Survey of Attacks on Large Vision-Language Models:
Resources, Advances, and Future Trends

challenges, this survey underscores the importance of
robust security measures and the need for continuous
advancements in safeguarding LVLMs against evolving
threats.

• In addition to summarizing the LVLM attack approaches,
we carefully provide a detailed background of general
LVLM attacks: (1) How to define an LVLM Attack?
(2) What are the common tools used to implement
LVLM attacks? (3) How should LVLM data be used and
processed? (4) How to evaluate the attack performance
in different settings?

• Comprehensive method comparison and discussion are
provided to help readers to better understand correspond-
ing attack architecture. We also outline the potential
future directions for LVLM attacks.

Our survey is organized as follows. In Section II, we
provide a detailed background of general LVLM attacks in-
cluding the attack preliminary, existing challenges, and attack
resources. Section III classifies existing attack methods into
four categories, i.e., adversarial attack, jailbreak attack, prompt
injection attack, and data poisoning/backdoor attack, then
discusses their pros and cons. In Section IV, we outline future
research directions. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Preliminary of LVLM Attack

In this section, we provide the necessary background and
definitions related to attacking Large Vision-Language Models
(LVLMs). Specifically, we introduce the notations, formula-
tions, and concepts that are fundamental to understanding
adversarial attacks on these models.

1) Notations and Definitions: Let M represent an LVLM
model, which takes an image x ∈ X and a text prompt tin ∈ T
as inputs and outputs a textual output M(x, tin) = tout. Since
LVLM drivers multiple tasks, in image captioning tasks, for
instance, tin is a placeholder ⊘ and tout is the caption; in
visual question answering tasks, tin is the question and tout is
the answer. We denote some basic symbols for LVLM attacks
in the following:

• x ∈ X : x is the input image and X is the image set
• tin ∈ T : tin is the input prompt and T is the prompt set
• M(x, tin) = tout: LVLM’s output of input pair (x, tin).
• P(x): attack operation on image x, it can be visual

prompt or visual perturbation.
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• P(tin): attack operation on text tin, it can be textual
prompt or textual perturbation.

• t′out: attackers’ chosen output text for LVLM.
• ϵ: Perturbation budget, which constrains the magnitude

of perturbation.
2) Attack Formulation: The goal of an attack on the LVLM

model is to find attack operations P on both two modalities
such that the altered input pair (P(x),P(tin)) causes the
model M to produce an incorrect or attacker-chosen or
jailbreak output M(P(x),P(tin)). As for the jailbreak and
prompt injection attack, for a given input image x and text
tin, the altering operation P is engineered to achieve:

M(P(x),P(tin)) = t′out or tjailbreak. (1)

where tjailbreak is the jailbreak text containing harmful con-
tents. As for the adversarial attack, for a given input image x
and text tin, the altering operation P is typically obtained by
solving the following optimization problem:{

minP L(M(P(x),P(tin)), t
′
out), Targeted Attack,

−minP L(M(P(x),P(tin)), tout), Untargeted Attack,
(2)

where L is the loss function to constrain the model’s prediction
and ||P||p ≤ ϵ. By understanding these preliminaries, we can
delve deeper into the techniques and methodologies employed
in attacking LVLMs.

B. The challenges of LVLM Attack

Attacking LVLM models presents unique challenges due
to their complex architectures, the multimodal nature of their
inputs, and the evolving landscape of security measures. Un-
derstanding these challenges is crucial for developing effective
attack strategies and improving the robustness of these models.
Key challenges include:

• Multimodal Complexity: LVLMs process and integrate
data from multiple modalities, such as images and text.
Crafting effective attacks requires understanding and
manipulating the complex relationships and interactions
between these modalities [100]. That means, developing
adversarial examples that can simultaneously fool both
visual and textual components of the model is signifi-
cantly more complex than targeting a single modality like
previous LLM attacks [29] or unimodal LVLM attacks
[38].

• Model Scalability: Existing LVLMs [1], [61] typically
involve large-scale architectures with millions of param-
eters, making them highly complex and computationally
expensive to attack. Scaling traditional adversarial attacks
from downstream tasks to effectively target such large
models requires extensive computational power and ad-
vanced optimization techniques.

• Attack Practicality: Existing LVLM attack methods
are generally deployed in white-, gray- and black-box
settings, which either rely on the prior knowledge of
LVLM models or surrogate models. However, in realistic
scenarios, LVLM applications will not share any model
details to users [26]. In this practical setting, attackers
can only query the model to implement their attack

methods. Moreover, developing attacks that can exploit
multiple vulnerabilities simultaneously [13], or that can
adapt to different attack vectors, is necessary and requires
comprehensive and versatile attack strategies.

• Attack Imperceptibility and Transferability: A high-
quality attack should deceive human/robot’s eyes by
keeping the semantic characteristics of the benign sample
to improve imperceptibility [73]. This requires well-
designed constraints to restrict the perturbation type and
size. Besides, existing LVLM attacks are designed for
one specific model and may not necessarily be effective
against another model, even if they are architecturally
similar. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure the adversarial
examples are transferable [78] across different models
and tasks, which requires a deep understanding of model-
specific vulnerabilities and generalizable attack methods.

• Interpretable and Explainable Attacks: For attacks
to be truly effective, attackers need to understand the
internal workings and decision-making processes [37]
of LVLMs. However, the black-box nature of many
LVLMs, coupled with their complexity, makes it difficult
to interpret how and why an attack succeeds or fails.

• Robustness to Defenses: Many LVLM models incorpo-
rate dynamic defense mechanisms that can adapt to de-
tected adversarial activities. These defenses may include
real-time monitoring, anomaly detection, and adaptive
retraining. Therefore, attack strategies need to continu-
ously evolve to stay ahead of these adaptive defenses,
which require substantial computational resources and
sophisticated algorithms.

C. Current Resources for LVLM Attack

1) White-box attack tools: White-box attacks on LVLMs
exploit full access to the model’s architecture, parameters, and
gradients. This level of access allows attackers to craft highly
effective adversarial examples that exploit specific vulnerabil-
ities in the model. Several white-box attack tools have been
developed to facilitate this process, each with unique features
and capabilities. For example, Fast Gradient Sign Method
(FGSM) [48] is one of the earliest and most well-known white-
box attack methods, which generates adversarial examples by
perturbing the input data in the direction of the gradient of
the loss function with respect to the input. Projected Gradient
Descent (PGD) [83] is an iterative refinement of FGSM that
performs multiple steps of small perturbations, each followed
by a projection step to ensure the perturbed input stays
within a specified norm ball. C&W Attack [18] optimizes
the perturbation using a more sophisticated objective function,
which is effectiveness and flexibility in creating adversarial
examples with minimal perturbations.

2) Gray-box attack tools: Gray-box attacks represent a
middle ground between white-box and black-box attacks. In
gray-box scenarios, the attacker has partial knowledge of the
model, such as the architecture or some internal parameters,
but not full access to the model’s weights or complete training
data. Specifically, in LVLM attacks, a gray-box attacker may
only have access to one of the following: gradient information
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of the pre-trained vision encoder, or surrogate models [114]
with similar structure and functionality. Attackers can use
known data to train a surrogate model that approximates
the target LVLM. This surrogate model can then be used to
craft and test adversarial examples. This gray-box setting can
significantly aid in crafting effective attacks while still posing
realistic and challenging scenarios.

3) Black-box attack tools: Black-box attacks on LVLMs
are a critical area of research due to their applicability in real-
world scenarios where attackers often do not have access to the
model architecture or parameters. In black-box settings, attack-
ers can only query the model and observe its outputs. Several
tools and methods have been developed to facilitate black-box
attacks. For example, Simple Black-box Attack (SimBA) [52]
uses a simple random search method to add perturbations to
input images. It evaluates the effect of these perturbations on
the model’s output and accepts them if they increase the loss.
Similar to SimBA, the Random Gradient-Free (RGF) method
[89] approximates the gradient by sampling random directions
in the input space and estimating the expected gradient based
on the model’s output differences. It then uses this estimated
gradient to perform adversarial attacks. Query-Limited Black-
Box Attacks [26] focus on minimizing the number of queries
to the target model. Its main techniques include leveraging
substitute models, transfer learning, and efficient sampling
methods.

4) Datasets: In the work of LVLM attacks, the widely
involved datasets can generally be divided into two categories:
general-task datasets and safety-related datasets. Details of
these datasets are shown in Table II. General-task datasets
are associated with standard vision tasks, such as object
detection and visual question answering. They typically consist
of annotated images [34], [70], [96] or image-question-answer
pairs [21], [50], [75], [84]. In the context of attacks [42],
[80], [119], these datasets are primarily used as the origin
data to generate adversarial examples for comparison with the
benign samples. Safety-related datasets, on the other hand, are
generally related to the safety of large models, such as those
used in jailbreak attacks and prompt injection attacks. They
often contain many prompts with toxicity annotations [45],
[72], purely harmful prompts [47], [145], or text-image pairs
[76] in safety-related scenarios. In attacks [98], [107], [121],
these datasets can serve purely as toxic prompts to aid in
attacks or as materials for constructing attacks. In addition to
the above datasets, many works also utilize various generative
large models, such as Stable Diffusion [104], Midjourney
[128], DALL-E [103], and GPT-4V [93], to construct their
own datasets.

5) LVLM models: Existing LVLM attackers generally
choose notably representative LVLM models to implement at-
tacks, including Flamingo [2], BLIP-2 [61], InstructBLIP [33],
MiniGPT-4 [144], MiniGPT-v2 [22], LLaVA [75], LLaVA-1.5
[74], OpenFlamingo [5], LLaMA Adapter V2 [43], PandaGPT
[108], BLIVA [57], Qwen-VL [9], and SPHINX-X [44].
Table III lists these widely used open-source LVLM models
and provides a detailed comparison. In general, an LVLM
model consists of three main components: a visual encoder, an
adapter, and an LLM backbone. The visual encoder is specif-

TABLE II
ILLUSTRATION OF REPRESENTATIVE DATASETS USED FOR ATTACKS.

Dataset Category Images Texts
MS-COCO [70] General-task 164K -
ImageNet [34] General-task 14M -
Flickr30K [96] General-task 31K 155K

VizWiz [21] General-task 32K 256K
VQA-v2 [50] General-task 265K 1.4M
OK-VQA [84] General-task 14K 14K

LLaVA-Instruct150K [75] General-task 150K 150K
RealToxicityPrompts [45] Safety-related - 100K

ToxicChat [72] Safety-related - 10K
AdvBench [145] Safety-related - 500
SafeBench [47] Safety-related - 500

MM-SafetyBench [76] Safety-related 5K 5K

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF REPRESENTATIVE OPEN-SOURCE LVLMS USED FOR

ATTACKS.

Model Visual Encoder Adapter LLM
Flamingo [2] NFNet-F6 Cross-attention Chinchilla
BLIP-2 [61] EVA ViT-g Q-Former Flan-T5/OPT

InstructBLIP [33] EVA ViT-g Q-Former Vicuna
MiniGPT-4 [144] EVA ViT-g Linear Vicuna
MiniGPT-v2 [22] EVA ViT-g Linear LLaMA-2

LLaVA [75] CLIP ViT-L Linear Vicuna
LLaVA-1.5 [74] CLIP ViT-L MLP Vicuna-v1.5

OpenFlamingo [5] CLIP ViT-L Cross-attention MPT
LLaMA Adapter V2 [43] CLIP ViT-L Linear LLaMA

PandaGPT [108] ImageBind Linear Vicuna
BLIVA [57] EVA ViT-g Q-Former Vicuna

Qwen-VL [9] ViT-bigG Q-Former Qwen
SPHINX-X [44] Mixture Linear Mixtral

ically designed to provide visual feature extraction of input
images for latter LLM reasoning and is a crucial component
for understanding visual semantics. The most commonly used
visual encoder is the pre-trained Vision Transformer (ViT)
models. Popular choices include the ViT-L model from CLIP
[100] and the ViT-g from EVA-CLIP [39]. In addition to
ViT-based models, other methods also adopt NFNet-F6 [15]
and ImageBind [46], etc as the visual encoder. As for the
adapter module, it serves as a bridge connecting different input
modalities, intended to facilitate interoperability between the
visual and textual domains. Common LVLM models utilize
various types of adapters, ranging from basic architectures
such as the linear layer and the MLP, to more advanced
structures like Q-Former [61] and cross-attention [117]. At
last, the most frequent choices for the final LLM backbone
often belong to the LLaMA family, due to their open-source
nature and the availability of many different sized versions to
meet varying needs, including LLaMA [112], LLaMA-2 [113],
Vicuna and Vicuna-v1.5 [28]. Other types of LLM backbones
include MPT [111], OPT [139], Flan-T5 [30], Chinchilla [55],
Qwen [8], Mixtral [59]. In addition to open-source LVLMs,
some proprietary LVLMs are also commonly evaluated by
attackers in a black-box setting, including GPT-4V [93], Bard
[6], Claude 3 [4] and Gemini Pro Vision [3].

6) Evaluation metrics: Most attacks use the Attack Success
Rate (ASR) to evaluate the effectiveness of their methods,
specifically calculated as the number of successful attacks
divided by the total number of attacks launched. However,
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TABLE IV
ILLUSTRATION OF EXISTING DEFENSE METHODS.

Defense Type Insight
[130] Inference-type prompt engineering
[24] Inference-type prompt engineering
[126] Inference-type prompt engineering
[140] Inference-type anonymous detection
[49] Inference-type anonymous detection
[25] Training-type robust text feedback/prompt
[137] Training-type robust text feedback/prompt
[64] Training-type robust text feedback/prompt
[65] Training-type fine-tuning/contrastive learning
[132] Training-type fine-tuning/contrastive learning

the specific meaning and calculation method of ASR vary
across different tasks and attack objectives. Some attacks
control LVLMs to output a specific text, and they utilize
evaluations of Contain [79] and Exactmatch [79], [80] metrics
to measure the attack effect. Specifically, Contain means
the model’s output includes attacker-specific content, while
Exactmatch indicates the model’s output perfectly matches the
attack target. As for other attacks, for most open-ended tasks,
such as VQA or Image Captioning, an attack is considered
successful if the model’s output semantically deviates from
the original intent, includes target semantics, or jailbreak.
To evaluate the effectiveness of attacks from this semantic
perspective, evaluations can generally be divided into three
categories: human evaluation [10], [98], [107], rule-based
evaluation [17], [80], and model-based evaluation [107], [116]:
a) Human evaluation involves judging whether the semantics
are similar or whether the content is toxic through human
assessment. b) Rule-based evaluation typically uses metrics
like F1 score and accuracy to evaluate the ASR in classifi-
cation tasks, and BLEU-4, METEOR, CIDEr, and SPICE to
assess text similarity, or the Structural Similarity Index Mea-
sure (SSIM) to compare the similarity between two images.
c) Model-based evaluation involves using language models to
determine semantic similarity or toxicity measurement. Com-
mon methods include comparing text embeddings’ similarity
using CLIP’s text encoder, and using an LLM-as-a-judge to
assess semantic similarity or determine whether a jailbreak has
occurred. Besides measuring whether an attack was successful,
the effectiveness of an attack can also be evaluated based on
its imperceptibility, such as using Lp norms.

7) Defense strategies: As shown in Table IV, existing
defense strategies against potential LVLM attackers can be cat-
egorized into two classes according to their usage: inference-
time defense and training-time defense. As for inference-time
LVLM defenses, prompt engineering [24], [126], [130] are
methods that design and optimize the prompt to enhance
the defense mechanism of the model. JailGuard [140] and
ECSO [49] are proposed to detect multimodal jailbreaking
attacks in the inference time. [95] and [120] propose to
correct the harmful output responses and prompt inputs with
a response detoxifier and safety-aligned models, respectively.
As for training-time LVLM defenses, most works [25], [64],
[137] construct robust natural language feedback or robust text
prompts in LVLM to defend against potential attacks. [65],

[132] propose to train robust LVLM by further fine-tuning or
contrastive learning.

III. METHODS

Existing LVLM attackers can be typically categorized into
four types: adversarial attacks, jailbreak attacks, prompt in-
jection attacks, and data poisoning/backdoor attacks. As for
adversarial attacks, they utilize gradient to optimize the noise
for perturbing the input data in a way that is often impercep-
tible to humans but causes the model to produce incorrect or
undesirable outputs. These perturbations are carefully crafted
to exploit the model’s vulnerabilities. As for jailbreak attacks,
they exploit weaknesses in the model to bypass its intended
restrictions and controls. This type of attack can lead to the
model executing unauthorized commands, accessing restricted
data, or performing actions beyond its designed capabilities.
As for prompt injection attacks, they involve manipulating the
model’s input prompts to alter its behavior or outputs in un-
intended ways. By injecting malicious or misleading prompts,
attackers can steer the model to generate incorrect, biased,
or harmful responses. As for data poisoning/backdoor attacks,
the attackers tamper with the training data to undermine the
model’s performance and reliability. In these attacks, malicious
data is inserted into the training dataset, causing the model to
learn and propagate incorrect patterns. In particular, backdoor
attacks often involve embedding hidden triggers in the data
training. When the trigger is activated, it will cause the model
to behave in a specific and harmful manner. Based on the
above attackers’ motivations and architectures, we propose the
taxonomy in Figure 2 to categorize LVLM attack methods.
Next, we review existing works following this taxonomy and
discuss the characteristics of each method category.

A. Adversarial Attacks

Adversarial attacks involve subtly perturbing the input data
in a manner that is typically imperceptible to humans, yet
leads the model to generate incorrect or undesirable outputs.
These perturbations are meticulously designed to exploit the
vulnerabilities of the model. Depending on the level of access
attackers have to the victim model, adversarial attacks can
generally be categorized into white-box [10], [32], [40]–[42],
[80], [105], [109], [127], [129], gray-box [36], [53], [116],
[119], [124], [142], and black-box [136] attacks.

1) White-box attacks: White-box attacks on LVLMs exploit
full access to the model’s architecture, parameters, and gradi-
ents. Based on their access to models, most LVLM attackers
[10], [41], [105], [109], [127] typically utilize gradient-based
tools, such as PGD [83], APGD [31], and CW [18], to generate
and optimize noise in image and text inputs, thereby investi-
gating the robustness of the victim LVLMs against adversarial
perturbation. Through targeted attacks, they induce the model
to produce a predetermined output or specific behaviors, while
untargeted attacks aim to degrade the quality of the output. In
particular, Fu et al. [40] create trojan-like images that force
LVLMs to invoke attacker-specific tools or external API calls.
Their proposed method targets third-party tools, generating
seemingly harmless adversarial images that cause the victim
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Attacks on LVLMs

Adversarial Attacks § III.A

White-box Attacks (1)

CroPA [80]
Robustness of Multi-Modal Foundation Models [105]

Image Hijacks [10]
Verbose Images Inducing High Energy-latency [42]

Attacks like Tool Usage [40]
Robustness for Visual Grounding [41]

Comprehensive Study of Image Attacks [32]
Attacks with Chain-of-Thought [127]

The Wolf Within [109]
Attacks on Multi-Modal Agents [129]

Gray-box Attacks (2)

LVLM Attacks with Surrogates [142]
Transferable Attack on Pre-training Models [119]

Robustness of Google’s Bard [36]
Out-of-distribution Safety Benchmark [116]

InstructTA [124]
Efficiently Adversarial Examples Generation [53]

Black-box Attacks (3) AVIBench [136]

Jailbreak Attacks § III.B

Adversarial Perturbation-based (1)

Jailbreak in Pieces [107]
Adversarial Examples as Jailbreakers [98]

Image Jailbreak Prompt [92]
Infectious Jailbreak [51]

Adversarial Alignment [17]
Universal Master Key [121]

Prompt Perturbation-based (2)

FigStep [47]
MM-SafetyBench [76]

HADES [66]
JailBreakV-28K [81]

Jailbreak with System Prompts [130]
Visual-RolePlay [82]

Other Methods (3)

Red Teaming GPT-4V [23]
Jailbreaking with ONE Image [110]

Jailbreaking From LLMs to MLLMs [122]
Unveiling the Safety of GPT-4o [134]

Prompt Injection Attacks § III.C

Unimodal Prompt Injection (1)

Typographic Visual Prompts [47]
MM-SafetyBench [76]

Indirect Instruction Injection [7]
Self-Generated Typographic [99]
System Prompts Injection [130]

Multimodal Prompt Injection (2)
Compositional Adversarial Attacks [107]

Leakage Personal Information [24]
Visual Adversarial Examples Injection [98]

Data Poisoning /
Backdoor Attack § III.D

Data Poisoning (1) Shadowcast [131]

Backdoor Attacks (2)

Anydoor [79]
VL-Trojan [67]

Physical Backdoor Attacks [90]
ImgTrojan [110]

Revisiting Backdoor Attacks [69]

Fig. 2. The taxonomy of existing attack methods on LVLMs. We categorize attacks into four types: adversarial attacks, jailbreak attacks, prompt injection
attacks, and data poisoning/backdoor attacks. Additionally, each category is further divided into subclasses based on the methods of implementation, with
each branch listing the works associated with that category.

LVLMs to generate invocations of attacker-specific tools. Cui
et al. [32] find that visual attacks are less effective when
the VQA question query involves visual contents different
from those under attack. Based on this, they devise and
optimize a context-augmented image classification scheme that
demonstrates a significant increase. Luo et al. [80] update
the visual adversarial perturbations with learnable prompts
designed to counteract the misleading effects of adversarial
images. Their proposed attack is optimized in the opposite
direction of the adversarial image to cover more of the prompt
embedding space, thereby enhancing the transferability across
different prompts. Gao et al. [42] introduce verbose images,
which are designed to craft imperceptible perturbations that
induce LVLMs to generate longer sentences during inference.
They leverage verbose images as adversarial examples to

attack LVLMs, resulting in high energy-latency costs. Wu et
al. [129] utilize adversarial text strings to guide gradient-based
perturbation over one trigger image to attack LVLM agents.

2) Gray-box attacks: In gray-box scenarios, the attacker
has partial knowledge of the model, such as the archi-
tecture or some internal parameters, but not full access
to the model’s weights or complete training data. Existing
gray-box attacks [36], [53], [124] commonly take other vi-
sion/language encoders or generative models as surrogate
models to generate adversarial examples and then transfer
them to attack the LVLMs. These methods generally match
the features/embeddings of different encoders to generate
adversarial semantics, or hide noises of the target in the
features/embeddings domain to enhance imperceptibility. In
particular, Wang et al. [119] introduce a transferable attack
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framework that tailors both modality consistency and modality
discrepancy features. They propose attention-directed feature
perturbation to disrupt the modality-consistency features in
critical attention regions, enhancing transferability. Dong et
al. [36] investigate the adversarial robustness of Google’s
Bard as a representative of LVLMs through transfer-based
attacks, demonstrating that these adversarial images are highly
transferable and effective at deceiving other LVLMs. Addition-
ally, they identify two of Bard’s defense mechanisms—face
detection and toxicity detection in images—and successfully
target these features in their attacks. Zhao et al. [142] employ
pretrained CLIP [101] and BLIP [62] as surrogate models,
matching adversarial noise with textual or image embeddings
to generate transferable adversarial examples. Additionally,
they refine their approach by optimizing query-based attack
methods on transferable perturbations, further improving the
efficacy of targeted evasion against LVLMs. Tu et al. [116] in-
troduce a benchmark for evaluating the adversarial robustness
of existing LVLMs in out-of-distribution (OOD) scenarios.
They train adversarial noise targeted at disrupting CLIP’s
image-text matching, thereby misleading LVLMs to produce
visual-unrelated responses. Wang et al. [124] utilize a text-to-
image generative model to reverse the target response into a
target image, employing the same surrogate visual encoder as
the victim LVLM to extract instruction-aware features of both
an adversarial image and the target image. Furthermore, they
enhance transferability using instructions paraphrased from an
LLM.

3) Black-box attacks: Black-box attackers often do not have
access to the model architecture or parameters. Due to the
more realistic threat assumptions and adversary capabilities,
black-box attacks are particularly challenging. Without using
LVLM’s model details, Zhang et al. [136] introduce a bench-
mark to assess the robustness of LVLMs against adversarial
visual instructions. They adapt LVLM-agnostic and output
probability distributions-agnostic decision-based optimized at-
tack methods to target LVLMs, and evaluate these methods on
14 open-source LVLMs as well as 2 closed-source LVLMs.

B. Jailbreak Attacks

Jailbreak attacks disrupt the trained alignment knowledge
of models through input manipulation, causing the model to
output harmful or unauthorized content or behaviors. Based
on the specific implementation techniques of jailbreak attacks,
we categorize them into adversarial perturbation-based attack
[17], [51], [92], [98], [107], [121], prompt manipulation-based
attack [47], [66], [76], [81], [82], [130], and other methods
[23], [110], [122], [134].

1) Adversarial perturbation-based attacks: Adversarial
perturbation-based jailbreak attacks involve constructing ad-
versarial images or texts to bypass the model’s internal align-
ment mechanisms. The optimization goal within most attacks
[17], [98], [121] is typically to elicit affirmative responses
(harmful content) from the model, using gradient-based tools
to iteratively update adversarial noise. Specifically, Carlini
et al. [17] discover that using continuous-domain images
as adversarial prompts can induce the language model to

emit harmful, toxic content. By constructing an end-to-end
differentiable implementation of the multimodal model and
employing PGD to optimize the adversarial image, a jailbreak
can be achieved. Qi et al. [98] explore the use of visual
adversarial examples to circumvent the safety guardrails of
aligned LVLMs with integrated vision. Additionally, they dis-
cover that a single visual adversarial example can universally
jailbreak an aligned LVLMs, compelling it to heed a wide
range of harmful instructions. Wang et al. [121] propose a
dual optimization objective aimed at guiding the model to
generate affirmative responses with high toxicity. Specifically,
they optimize an adversarial image prefix to imbue the image
with toxic semantics without textual input. Subsequently, an
adversarial text suffix is integrated and co-optimized with
the adversarial image prefix to maximize the probability of
eliciting affirmative responses to various harmful instructions.
Besides, Shayegani et al. [107] combine images embedded
with adversarially targeted toxic embeddings with generic
prompts to accomplish the jailbreak. They optimize end-to-end
from a malicious trigger within the joint embedding space. Niu
et al. [92] employ a maximum likelihood-based algorithm to
perturb the input image and update it through a gradient-based
method to achieve a jailbreak effect. This attack method aims
to find a universal, imperceptible perturbation that achieves
data-universal properties and can attack LVLMs in a black-
box setting. Gu et al. [51] explore safety issues in multi-
agent environments and introduces infectious jailbreak, a new
jailbreaking paradigm developed for these settings. This attack
exploits interactions between agents to induce infected agents
to inject adversarial images into the memory banks of benign
agents.

2) Prompt manipulation-based attacks: Jailbreak attacks
based on prompt manipulation manipulate data within visual
or text prompts, to reduce the model’s sensitivity to toxic
inputs or disguise toxic queries as harmless inputs, thereby
circumventing the model’s safety alignment. These attacks
[66], [81], [130] typically inject malicious semantics directly
into the input data within the data domain, for example,
through typography. Specifically, Li et al. [66] propose a three-
stage attack strategy for jailbreaking, which involves hiding
and amplifying harmfulness in images to disrupt multimodal
alignment. Specifically, they transfer harmful input from the
text side to the image side through typography. Subsequently,
a harmful image is appended using an image generation
model. Luo et al. [81] propose a benchmark to assess the
transferability of LLM jailbreak techniques to LVLMs. They
found that textual jailbreak prompts capable of compromising
LLMs are also likely to be effective against LVLMs, and
the effectiveness of these prompts does not depend on the
image input. Moreover, Gong et al. [47] convert harmful
content into images to bypass the safety alignment within
the textual module of LVLMs. Instead of relying on gradient-
based adversarial algorithms, they embed the harmful content
within an image paired with a benign text instruction, such
as transforming forbidden questions into typographic images
to deceive the model into answering them. Liu et al. [76]
propose a framework designed for conducting safety-critical
evaluations of LVLMs against image-based manipulations.
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Fig. 3. Detailed illustration of the four types of LVLM attacks. Specifically, adversarial attacks aim to perturb the input samples via adversarial learning
to mislead the LVLM models; jailbreak attacks exploit weaknesses in the model to bypass its intended restrictions, potentially leading to the execution of
unauthorized commands or access to sensitive information; prompt injection attacks engineer the prompts to alter its behavior or outputs in unintended ways,
which can be particularly dangerous in systems that rely on precise and accurate responses; data poisoning/backdoor attacks tend to tamper the training data
to undermine the model’s performance and reliability.

They employ GPT-4 [93] to identify and extract keywords
for each malicious query, and then utilize typography and
stable diffusion techniques to create two images. Ma et al.
[82] leverage LLMs to generate detailed descriptions of high-
risk individuals and create corresponding images based on the
descriptions. When paired with benign role-playing instruc-
tion text, these high-risk character images effectively mislead
LVLMs into generating malicious responses by assuming a
character with negative attributes.

3) Other Methods: Instead of using adversarial perturbation
or prompt manipulation methods for achieving jailbreak attack,
Tao et al. [110] propose a new jailbreak attack paradigm akin
to data poisoning. Specifically, they first introduce poisoned
image-text pairs into the training data, which can later facilitate
jailbreak attacks by replacing the original textual captions with
malicious jailbreak prompts. Chen et al. [23] construct a com-
prehensive jailbreak evaluation dataset and conduct evaluations
of jailbreak attacks on LVLMs. They focus on investigating
the transferability of existing jailbreak methods, using open-
source models as surrogate models to train input modifications.
These textual or visual modifications are then applied to other
models. Wang et al. [122] provide a comprehensive overview
of existing jailbreaking research in both LLM and LVLM
fields, discussing recent advances in evaluation benchmarks,

attack techniques, and defense strategies. Furthermore, they
summarize the limitations and potential research directions of
LVLM jailbreaking by comparing it with more advanced states
of LLM jailbreaking. Ying et al. [134] primarily focus on the
automated evaluation of jailbreak attacks involving text and
visual modalities on large datasets via the API.

C. Prompt Injection Attacks

Prompt Injection attacks typically involve injecting harmful
instructions into vision or textual prompts to manipulate
model outputs or induce a jailbreak, resulting in harmful
behavior. Depending on the modality used to inject malicious
instructions when attacking LVLMs, we categorize these as
either unimodal prompt injection [7], [47], [76], [99], [130]
or multimodal prompt injection [24], [98], [107].

1) Unimodal prompt injection: As the term implies, uni-
modal prompt injection attacks involve injecting malicious
instructions into a single-modal input, either visual or tex-
tual. The typical unimodal prompt injection attacks [7], [47],
[76] blend adversarial perturbations into data of a specific
modality to achieve injection, or utilize typography to trans-
form toxic text for injecting into visual prompts. Specifically,
Bagdasaryan et al. [7] blend adversarial perturbations into
images with prompts and instructions. They develop two types
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF ADVERSARIAL ATTACKS. SETTING: WHITE-BOX (W), GRAY-BOX (G), BLACK-BOX (B); MODALITY: ATTACKED MODALITIES,

SPECIFICALLY, VISUAL (V), TEXTUAL (T); TYPES: TARGETED ATTACK (TA), UNTARGETED ATTACK (UTA).

Attack Setting Modality Types Victim Model Attack ObjectiveV T TA UTA
[42] W ✓ ✓ BLIP-2/InstructBLIP/MiniGPT-4 High energy-latency Cost
[40] W ✓ ✓ LLaMA Adapter Tool-misusing
[105] W ✓ ✓ ✓ OpenFlamingo Cognitive Bias/Specific output/Misinformation
[41] W ✓ ✓ ✓ MiniGPT-v2 Cognitive Bias/Specific output
[32] W ✓ ✓ LLaVA/BLIP-2/InstructBLIP Misinformation
[10] W ✓ ✓ ✓ LLaVA Specific output/Context leakage
[80] W ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Flamingo/BLIP-2/InstructBLIP Cognitive Bias/Specific output/Misinformation
[127] W ✓ ✓ MiniGPT-4/OpenFlamingo/LLaVA Cognitive Bias
[109] W ✓ ✓ ✓ LLaVA/PandaGPT Malicious output
[142] G ✓ ✓ MiniGPT-4/LLaVA/4 others Cognitive Bias
[36] G ✓ ✓ Bard/GPT-4V/2 others Cognitive Bias/Context leakage/Malicious output
[116] G ✓ ✓ ✓ MiniGPT-4/LLaVA/8 others Cognitive Bias/Malicious output
[124] G ✓ ✓ ✓ BLIP-2/InstructBLIP/MiniGPT-4 Cognitive Bias
[119] G ✓ ✓ ✓ PandaGPT/MiniGPT-4/4 others Cognitive Bias
[53] G ✓ ✓ GPT-4V/MiniGPT-4/5 others Cognitive Bias
[136] B ✓ ✓ ✓ BLIP-2/LLaVA/14 others Cognitive Bias

of attacks: a targeted-output attack, which causes the LVLM
to return any string chosen by the attacker when the user
requests the LVLM to describe the input, and dialog poi-
soning, an auto-regressive (self-injecting) attack that exploits
the fact that LLM-based chatbots maintain the conversation
context. Further, Qraitem et al. [99] propose a typographic
attack benchmark for LVLMs and introduce two effective
self-generated attacks that prompt the LVLM to generate
an attack against itself. Specifically, these attacks either ask
the model to identify the class most similar to the ground
truth for deceiving, or prompt the model to recommend the
most confusing typographic attack against itself to enhance
the attack’s credibility. Wu et al. [130] discovered a system
prompt leakage vulnerability in GPT-4V [133]. They find that
system prompts extracted from GPT-4V could be converted
into powerful jailbreak prompts and enhanced the success rate
through manual modification.

2) Multimodal prompt injection: Multimodal prompt in-
jection attacks simultaneously affect both textual and visual
modalities, injecting malicious semantics into multiple modal-
ities to collaboratively enhance the likelihood of bypassing
alignment barriers. These attacks [98], [107] commonly com-
bine adversarial noise from both visual and textual modalities
and implement malicious injections in the embedding domain.
Besides, Chen et al. [24] proposes a multimodal benchmark
designed to protect specific categories of personal information
in a simulated scenario. In their work, they construct tex-
tual and visual prompt injection attacks through adversarial
prefixes and by rendering misinformed text onto the image,
thereby inducing the model to disclose protected personal
information.

D. Data Poisoning/Backdoor Attacks

Data poisoning and backdoor attacks generally involve using
malicious data to contaminate models during the fine-tuning
stage or reinforcement learning with human feedback (RLHF),
causing the models to learn malicious patterns or embed
triggers for initiating malicious behavior. Given the limited

TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF JAILBREAK ATTACKS. METHOD: ADVERSARIAL

PERTURBATION-BASED (A), PROMPT MANILULATION-BASED (P), OTHER
METHODS (O); MODALITY: ATTACKED MODALITIES, SPECIFICALLY,

VISUAL (V), TEXTUAL (T).

Attack Method Modality Victim ModelV T
[98] A ✓ ✓ MiniGPT-4/InstructBLIP/LLaVA
[107] A ✓ ✓ LLaVA/LLaMA-Adapter V2
[121] A ✓ ✓ MiniGPT-4
[92] A ✓ MiniGPT-4/LLaVA/3 others
[51] A ✓ LLaVA-1.5
[17] A ✓ LLaMA Adapter/MiniGPT-4/LLaVA
[66] P ✓ ✓ LLaVA-1.5/MiniGPT-4/3 others
[81] P ✓ ✓ LLaVA-1.5/InstructBLIP/6 others
[47] P ✓ LLaVA-1.5/MiniGPT-4/2 others
[76] P ✓ LLaVA/MiniGPT-4/10 others
[130] P ✓ GPT-4V
[23] O ✓ ✓ GPT-4V/MiniGPT-4/5 others
[110] O ✓ ✓ LLaVA-1.5

literature on this attack type, we simply categorize these
strategies as data poisoning [131] and backdoor attacks [67],
[69], [79], [90], [110].

1) Data poisoning: Data poisoning typically involves in-
troducing malicious data into the fine-tuning/RLHF dataset,
causing LVLMs to learn incorrect patterns and potentially
leading to errors in subsequent inference. Xu et al. [131] are
the first to propose a data poisoning attack against LVLMs.
This attack generates stealthy poison data that manipulates
LVLMs to misinterpret images from an original concept as a
different destination concept. Additionally, this attack enables
poisoned LVLMs to generate narratives that lead to miscon-
ceptions about certain images, particularly insidious due to
their coherent yet misleading text descriptions.

2) Backdoor Attacks: Backdoor attacks utilize data poison-
ing to embed malicious triggers, which are then activated to
initiate behavior in a specific, often harmful manner, such as
jailbreak [110]. Lu et al. [79] propose a test-time backdoor
attack, which involves injecting a backdoor into the textual
modality using adversarial test images, without requiring ac-
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cess to or modifications of the training data. This attack is
characterized by decoupling the timing of setup and activation
of harmful effects, with both setup and activation operations
occurring during the test phase. Liang et al. [67] facilitate
image trigger learning through an isolating and clustering
strategy that separates the features of poisoned samples from
those of clean samples. Furthermore, they propose generating
text triggers via an iterative character-level search method to
improve attack transferability across different models. Ni et
al. [90] are the first to demonstrate a backdoor attack against
LVLMs for specific autonomous driving task that can be
launched practically using physical objects. They develop an
automated pipeline that utilizes natural language instructions
to generate backdoor training samples with embedded mali-
cious behaviors, thereby enhancing the stealth and practicality
of the attack in diverse scenarios. Liang et al. [69] empirically
examine the generalizability of backdoor attacks during the in-
struction tuning of LVLMs for the first time, revealing certain
limitations of most backdoor strategies in practical scenarios.
They quantitatively evaluate the generalizability of six typical
backdoor attacks on image caption benchmarks across multiple
LVLMs, considering both visual and textual domain offsets.
Our findings indicate that attack generalizability is positively
correlated with the backdoor trigger’s irrelevance to specific
images/models and the preferential correlation of the trigger
pattern.

E. Discussion

In summary, existing adversarial attacks primarily aim to
mislead, manipulate, or cause other harmful consequences to
LVLMs through input data. Essentially, these attacks exploit
the excessive sensitivity and non-robustness of LVLMs to
adversarial perturbations, triggering specific responses. This is
fundamentally consistent with adversarial attacks on non-large
models, and their implementation techniques are very similar.
Table V provides a detailed classification of current adversarial
attacks against LVLMs, particularly in terms of their attack
settings, attacked modalities (visual or textual), attack types
(targeted or untargeted), victim models, and their objectives.
As for Jailbreak attacks, existing methods are specifically
developed for generative large models. Due to the impressive
performance of large models, if they are not aligned with
human values, they can easily lead to harmful consequences.
The essence of jailbreak attacks is to breach or bypass these
hand-crafted alignment barriers. Table VI compares current
jailbreak attacks on LVLMs. Prompt injection attacks are
specific to models based on LLM. These attacks focus on
prompt manipulation to control LVLMs, causing them to
jailbreak or exhibit other harmful behaviors. Unlike adversarial
attacks, the malicious semantics injected in prompt are gen-
erally not obtained through end-to-end training. At last, data
poisoning/backdoor attacks contaminate the model by mixing
malicious data into the training data, inducing cognitive biases
or implanting backdoors to trigger malicious behavior. Unlike
with non-large models, data poisoning/backdoor attacks on
LVLM models typically occur during the fine-tuning phase
of large models, due to the general training method of large

models. We compare the mechanisms and processes of the
four types of attacks, as shown in Figure 3.
Notes. The four types of attacks are not entirely indepen-
dent. Adversarial attacks, prompt injection attacks, and data
poisoning/backdoor attacks are distinguished by the different
methods of data manipulation and the stages at which the
attacks occur, whereas jailbreak attacks are categorized based
on their intended objectives (to bypass the alignment barrier).
For instance, paper [110] achieves the purpose of jailbreak by
implanting a backdoor; thus, it is classified as both a backdoor
attack and a jailbreak attack.

IV. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

While current research has identified and explored various
attack methods on Large Vision-Language Models (LVLMs),
we expect more progress in potential LVLM attacks in the
future. Future research should delve deeper into understanding
and developing novel attack methodologies to comprehen-
sively assess and improve the robustness of these models.
Key areas for future research include: (1) Existing LVLM
attackers generally rely on the detailed prior knowledge of
the victim model and are task-specific, leading to significant
costs for designing perturbation. However, most real-world
LVLM applications will not disclose their model details to
users. (2) Most LVLM attackers generate adversarial examples
against a specific victim model, which may tend to overfit
the target network but hardly remain malicious once they are
transferred to attack a different victim model. (3) Perturbations
are individually hidden in different modalities in existing
LVLM attacks. However, the interaction between multi-modal
perturbations remains less explored. (4) LVLM models sever-
ally rely on the quality of the training data. Therefore, inves-
tigating how existing biases in training data can be amplified
through targeted manipulation without direct adversarial input
is a promising direction. (5) As LVLMs become increasingly
sophisticated and integrated into various applications, the
complexity of potential attacks also grows. Combining human
intelligence with AI capabilities offers a potent approach to
uncovering and exploiting vulnerabilities in these systems. (6)
Existing LVLM attackers evaluate their methods on different
models and datasets with different metrics, making researchers
difficult to make unified comparisons. Therefore, it is essential
to develop comprehensive benchmarks and evaluation tools to
assess the quality of different attacks. In this section, we will
describe these topics in the followings.

A. Improving the Attack Practicality
Existing LVLM attack methods severely rely on the prior

model knowledge, making the attacks less practical. However,
under realistic circumstances, the attackers can only query
LVLMs to obtain corresponding output results, making it
challenging to steer the adversarial perturbations in the cor-
rect optimization direction during the optimization process.
Moreover, these attackers targeting LVLMs can only produce
adversarial examples to deceive a particular downstream task
within a singular process. Consequently, to compromise dif-
ferent downstream tasks, they must generate distinct adver-
sarial perturbations, which incur significant time and resource
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expenditure. Therefore, it is necessary to design a universal
perturbation for all samples across different tasks with gradient
estimation by solely querying the LVLM models. A potential
solution to achieve the universal attack is to apply previous
image-based strategies [20], [87] into the multimodal-based
task. By adversarially training a universal perturbation against
multiple tasks and inputs, the attack is more practical to be
utilized among various LVLM models. Besides, to handle the
gradient estimation, one can employ the hard-label strategies
[26], [27] to obtain gradient by solely querying the models.

B. Adaptive and Transferable Attacks

A robust attack should be less dependent on a specific victim
network, and generalize better to different networks. There-
fore, investigating how adversarial attacks can transfer between
different LVLMs or adapt over time is also crucial. However,
existing LVLM attackers fail to consider this characteristic
and directly generate adversarial examples being special to
a certain victim model. To improve the transferability of
the generated adversarial examples, we recommend several
perspective designs: On one hand, the attackers can follow the
ensemble learning [35], [97] to jointly learn to attack multiple
LVLM models in the same time. In this way, the gradients
can point toward the direction of the global adversariality
among multiple models. On the other hand, there are many
image-based works [123], [125], [138] proposed to improve
the transferability of adversarial images. By appropriately
adapting these strategies into the LVLM models with specific
designs, the attackers can also generate transferable adversarial
examples. Overall, understanding the transferability of adver-
sarial examples across different models and tasks can help in
developing generalized attack methods.

C. Cross-Modal Adversarial Examples

While much progress has been made in designing adversar-
ial attacks in individual modalities (vision or language), the
interaction between modalities remains less explored. Existing
attackers generally treat the perturbations of different modal-
ities are different and separately design them. However, this
will result in less interacted relations between the perturbed
multi-modal inputs and can easily recognized by the security
alignment systems. Therefore, future work should explore
new ways to craft adversarial examples that simultaneously
perturb visual and textual inputs with strong connections. This
includes studying the interactions and dependencies between
modalities to create more effective cross-modal attacks that
can evade current defenses. Potential solutions can utilize the
multi-key strategies [118] or multi-modal contrastive learning
[12] to enhance the relations between the multi-modal pertur-
bations for co-controlling the attack.

D. Attacks based on Data Bias

Existing LVLM models are data-hungry, requiring a large
amount of fully annotated data for training. Therefore, LVLMs
are prone to inherit and even amplify biases present in their
training data. Future research could focus on understanding,

identifying, and mitigating these biases to ensure fair and
equitable outcomes. For example, bias amplification attacks
[14], [85] can be developed to study how existing biases in
training data can be amplified through targeted manipulation.
This involves creating inputs that exploit these biases to
produce skewed or harmful outputs, thereby highlighting and
exacerbating the model’s inherent weaknesses. To be specific,
inspired by them, we can first investigate how biases are
propagated and amplified through LVLMs during training
and inference, then develop techniques to create inputs that
exploit and amplify these biases to understand their impact
better. Besides, subliminal manipulation attack [141] is also
a promising way to develop methods to subtly influence
the model’s behavior without direct adversarial input, such
as through the introduction of imperceptible biases during
training that affect the model’s decision-making processes in
specific, unintended ways. It generally studies how small and
imperceptible biases can be introduced during training that
only manifest under specific conditions.

E. Integration of Human and AI Collaboration in Attacks

Existing LVLM attacks are developed solely based on the
digital environment. However, in addition to the models’
input and output, real-world applications also have the ability
to allow human social with the LVLM systems. Therefore,
combining human intelligence with AI capabilities offers a
potent approach to implementing attacks. Here, we will simply
introduce two representative attack perspectives: (1) Human-
AI collaborative attacks [16], [60]: It explores the potential
for human-in-the-loop attack strategies where human expertise
is combined with AI tools to craft more sophisticated and
effective attacks. This involves leveraging human intuition
and creativity to identify and exploit model weaknesses that
automated methods might miss. In particular, it develops
frameworks where human attackers can iteratively refine ad-
versarial inputs with the assistance of AI tools. This can
involve humans designing initial attack vectors which AI
systems then optimize for maximum effectiveness. (2) Social
engineering and manipulation [48], [86]: This type of attack
investigates how social engineering techniques can be inte-
grated with technical attacks on LVLMs. It includes studying
how manipulated inputs can be crafted based on social context
or user behavior to deceive both the model and its users.

F. Comprehensive Benchmarking and Evaluation

To ensure the robustness and security of LVLM models
against a wide range of attack methodologies, comprehensive
benchmarking and evaluation frameworks are essential. These
frameworks not only help in assessing the current state of
LVLMs’ resilience to attacks but also guide the development of
more robust models. Future research in this area could focus on
the following key aspects: (1) Standardized attack benchmarks
[54]: Developing comprehensive benchmarks for evaluating
the effectiveness of various attack strategies on LVLMs. These
benchmarks should include a diverse set of attack types,
scenarios, and metrics to provide a holistic assessment of
model robustness. (2) Continuous evaluation frameworks [58]:
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Developing continuous integration and testing pipelines that
regularly evaluate LVLMs against the latest known attacks.
These pipelines should automatically update with new at-
tack methodologies and datasets to ensure that models are
continuously tested for robustness. (3) Comprehensive attack
taxonomies [19]: Creating detailed taxonomies that categorize
different types of attacks based on their characteristics, such
as the modality they target (vision, language, or both), their
method of execution (e.g., adversarial examples, data poison-
ing, model inversion), and their impact. (4) Robustness metrics
and evaluation criteria [83]: Developing and standardizing
robustness metrics that quantify the resilience of LVLMs to
various attacks. These metrics should capture both the severity
of the attack and the model’s performance under various types
of attack.

By expanding research into these areas, the community can
gain a deeper understanding of the vulnerabilities in LVLM
models and develop more effective strategies for assessing and
enhancing their security. This proactive approach is essential
for ensuring the safe and reliable deployment of LVLMs in
various real-world applications.

V. CONCLUSION

Overall, this survey paper provides a comprehensive
overview of research on LVLM attacks to help researchers
understand this field. In the beginning, we first introduce
the background of LVLM attacks, including the preliminary
of a general LVLM attack, the challenges for implementing
an LVLM attack, and current LVLM attack resources such
as datasets, models, and evaluation metrics. With this prior
knowledge, researchers can easily start exploration and quickly
have a glance at LVLM attacks. Then, we summarize and
categorize existing LVLM attacks literature into a novel taxon-
omy, i.e., adversarial attack, jailbreak attack, prompt injection
attack, and data poisoning/backdoor attack, to help straighten
out their development. Finally, we point out several promising
future research opportunities for LVLM attacks. We hope this
survey can provide insights for researchers, and attract more
researchers to contribute to this field.
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